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Edward Abbey

**ABBEY’S ROAD**

In nineteen vintage essays, Abbey explores the remote corners of Canyonlands National Park, Scotland, and Australia.

*Plume* • 224 pp. • 978-0-452-26564-6 • $17.00

**GOOD NEWS**

Abbey’s 1980 satire is set in a nation depleted by industry and banking, caught in a civil war between capitalism and a pastoral economy.

*Plume* • 256 pp. • 978-0-452-26565-3 • $16.00

Also available: The Journey Home 978-0-452-26562-2,

Down the River 978-0-452-26563-9

Andy Adams

**THE LOG OF A COWBOY**

*Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Richard W. Etulain*

This 1903 novel about a cattle drive from Texas to Montana is based on Adams’s real-life experiences.

*Penguin Classics* • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-303968-6 • $15.00

Mary Antin

**THE PROMISED LAND**

*Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Werner Sollors*

Includes “How I Wrote the Promised Land,” a photographic portrait of the author, a bibliography of the book’s original reception, an introduction, and notes.

*Penguin Classics* • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-018985-8 • $15.00

**NEW!**

Katie Arnoldi

**POINT DUME**

A careening narrative from the author of *Chemical Pink* about the death of surf culture, human trafficking, the Mexican drug cartel, illegal pot farms on public lands, environmental devastation, and obsessive love.

*Overlook* • 240 pp. • 978-1-59020-643-0 • $15.00

Mary Austin

**THE LAND OF LITTLE RAIN**

*Introduction by Terry Tempest Williams*

“Explores the deserts of Arizona and Southern California, recording details of landscape and wildlife in prose that is as expansive and exacting as the desert itself.”—500 Great Books by Women.

*Penguin Classics* • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-024919-4 • $13.00

Matsuo Basho

**THE NARROW ROAD TO THE DEEP NORTH**

*Translated with an Introduction by Nobuyuki Yuasa*

*Penguin Classics* • 176 pp. • 978-0-14-044185-7 • $14.00

Also available: A Friend of the Earth 978-0-14-100205-7

For more T. C. Boyle, visit us.penguingroup.com

**THE TORTILLA CURTAIN**

The lives of a nature writer and his wife collide with those of a Mexican illegal immigrant couple in the canyons of southern California.

*Penguin* • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-023828-0 • $15.00

Also available: A Friend of the Earth 978-0-14-100205-7

For more T. C. Boyle, visit us.penguingroup.com

Patricia Beard, editor

**THE VOICE OF THE WILD**

An Anthology of Animal Stories


*Penguin* • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-016639-2 • $16.00

Joseph Boyden

**THROUGH BLACK SPRUCE**

A haunting novel about identity, love, and loss that stretches from the frozen lands of the Cree Indians in Canada to the nightclubs of Manhattan.

*Penguin* • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311650-9 • $15.00

Giller Prize for Best Canadian Novel

**THREE DAY ROAD**

In this debut, two young Cree Indians become infantry snipers in the trenches of World War I. “A devastatingly truthful work of fiction...grave, grand, and passionate.”—Louise Erdrich, author of *The Plague of Doves*.

*Penguin* • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-303707-1 • $15.00

**NEW!**

T. C. Boyle

**WHEN THE KILLING’S DONE**

Off the coast of Santa Barbara, a National Park Service biologist seeking to eliminate invasive species confronts a dreadlocked businessman fiercely opposed to the killing of any species whatsoever. “An exciting narrative, incorporating tragedy, anger, and a satisfying amount of natural history, with the entangled moral complexities.”—New York Review of Books.

*Viking* • 384 pp. • 978-0-670-02232-8 • $26.95

**DROP CITY**

A down-at-the-heels California commune relocates to the last frontier—the unforgiving landscape of interior Alaska.

*Penguin* • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-200380-0 • $16.00

A National Book Award finalist,

a *New York Times* Editor’s Choice

For more T. C. Boyle, visit us.penguin.com
NEW!
Ron Carlson
THE SIGNAL
Penguin • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-311755-1 • $14.00

FIVE SKIES
Three men confront their pasts and their purpose high in the Rocky Mountains. “A beautiful novel, as unique and insular as the quiet and powerful landscape it inhabits.” —Rick Bass, author of Why I Came West.
Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-311346-1 • $15.00

Rachel Carson
UNDER THE SEA-WIND
Introduction by Linda Lear
Penguin Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-310496-4 • $16.00

Bruce Chatwin
IN PATAGONIA
Penguin Classics • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-2435719-3 • $15.00

THE SONGLINES
“Weaves memoir, history, science, and philosophy into an Australian Outback travel tale of brilliance and beauty.” —Amazon.com.
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-009429-9 • $16.00

Brian Clarke
THE STREAM
“A devastatingly effective novel which ought to be required reading for school-children, government ministers, businessmen, environmentalists, and anyone else who has an interest in the environment.” —The Times (UK).
Overlook • 175 pp. • 978-1-585-67528-9 • $23.95

J. M. Coetzee
DUSKLANDS
In this pair of novellas, taking place in Vietnam in 1870 and Africa in 1760, the Nobel laureate charts the nature of colonization as it seeks to absorb the wilds into the Western duklands.
Penguin • 144 pp. • 978-0-14-024177-8 • $13.00

FOE
“A bold, imaginative rethinking of our deserted-island and Eden myths.” —San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 160 pp. • 978-0-14-009623-1 • $14.00
Also available: Graceland 978-0-14-029644-3, Age of Iron 978-0-14-027565-0
For more Coetzee, visit us.penguin.com

Don DeLillo
WHITE NOISE
Text & Criticism
Critical Edition
Penguin • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-027498-1 • $20.00
Deluxe Edition
Introduction by Richard Powers
Penguin Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-310598-5 • $16.00

NEW!
K. L. Dionne
BOILING POINT
Chaiten, a long-dormant volcano in Chile, fuses the destinies of two microbiologists, a celebrity scientist, and a Nobel Prize-winning scientist who waits for the one sign that his diabolical plan is about to be put into motion.
Jove • 304 pp. • 978-0-51544-880-0 • $7.99

Gerald Durrell
MENAGERIE MANOR
The story of how the author fulfilled his childhood dream of founding his own private zoo, on the English Channel island of Jersey.
Penguin • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-303853-5 • $13.00

THE WHISPERING LAND
“Transforms this Argentine back country into a particularly inviting place.” —San Francisco Chronicle. B/w illustrations.
Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-303708-8 • $14.00
For more Gerald Durrell, visit us.penguin.com

Gretel Ehrlich
THE SOLACE OF OPEN SPACES
“Evokes the romance and timeless nature of the West.” —Publishers Weekly.
Penguin • 144 pp. • 978-0-14-008113-8 • $14.00
Also available: Islands, the Universe, Home 978-0-345-80907-8

Alexandra Fuller
THE LEGEND OF COLTON H. BRYANT
The tragic, true story of one of Wyoming’s native sons, and his dangerous work on an oil rig. “The land, itself, rises upward in sorrow as oil foolishly replaces water as the lifeblood of this country.” —Terry Tempest Williams, author of Refuge.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-311337-3 • $15.00
Also available: Scribbling the Cat 978-0-14-303501-5

Richard G. Geldard, editor
THE ESSENTIAL TRANSCENDENTALISTS
An anthology of core writings by the New England Transcendentalists, including Emerson, Thoreau, Bronson Alcott.
Tarcher • 256 pp. • 978-1-58542-434-4 • $15.95
environmental literature

Knut Hamsun
GROWTH OF THE SOIL
Translated by Sverre Lyngstad
Introduction by Brad Leithauser
Hamsun’s epic agrarian masterpiece describes the honesty of working the land.
Penguin Classics • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-310510-7 • $14.00

William Least Heat-Moon
RIVER-HORSE
Across America by Boat
“Heat-Moon’s exuberant erudition propels the reader with historical vignettes, ecological and geological detail, and often hilarious encounters with local eccentrics.”—Time.
Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-5029860-4 • $14.00

Meriwether Lewis & William Clark
THE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND CLARK
Edited with an Introduction by Frank Bergon
Selections from the 1893 Journals and Thwaite’s History of the Expedition. Notes, bibliographical material.
Penguin Classics • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-243736-0 • $17.00

Abridged Edition
Edited with an Introduction by John Bakeless
Signet Classics • 384 pp. • 978-0-451-52834-6 • $7.95
Also available: I Should Be Extremely Happy in Your Company: A Novel of Lewis and Clark 978-0-14-200371-8

NEW!
Eugene Linden
THE RAGGED EDGE OF THE WORLD
Encounters at the Frontier Where Modernity, Wildlands, and Indigenous Peoples Meet
Recounting his adventures among fast-changing frontiers—Vietnam, New Guinea, Borneo, Machu Picchu, the Arctic and Antarctic—the noted environmental journalist offers an elegy for what has been lost and a celebration of those cultures resilient enough to maintain their vibrancy.
Viking • 256 pp. • 978-0-670-02251-9 • $26.95

Russell Martin, editor
NEW WRITERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
An Anthology of Contemporary Western Writing
Introduction by the editor
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-016940-9 • $18.00

NEW!
Peter Matthiessen
THE TREE WHERE MAN WAS BORN
Introduction by Jane Goodall
A timeless portrait of East Africa, from the daily lives of wild herdsmen and the drama of predator kills to the field biologists investigating wild creatures and the anthropologists seeking humanity’s origins in the Rift Valley. “Few nature books called ‘classic’ are as deserving of the appellation as this one...With his sympathy for and knowledge of the tribal peoples and the wildlife of Africa, Matthiessen has an uncanny ability to make us see a raw and untouched landscape where only those people who have adapted their lives to the patterns of nature truly belong.”—Kirkus Reviews (UK).
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-310624-1 • $17.00
A National Book Award finalist

THE SNOW LEOPARD
Introduction by Pico Iyer
Matthiessen’s account of his spiritual journey through the Himalayas with biologist George Schaller to study the Himalayan blue sheep and possibly glimpse the rare snow leopard. “Fiercely felt and magnificently written.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-310551-0 • $16.00

CLOUD FOREST
A Chronicle of the South American Wilderness
Matthiessen’s incisive, wry report of his expedition crisscrossing 10,000 miles of the South American wilderness.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-025507-2 • $16.00

BLUE MERIDIAN
The Search for the Great White Shark
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-026513-2 • $16.00

UNDER THE MOUNTAIN WALL
A Chronicle of Two Seasons in Stone-age New Guinea
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-025270-5 • $19.00

ONLINE TABLES OF CONTENTS
Find tables of contents to hundreds of Penguin Group academic titles at
www.penguin.com/toc

www.penguinspeakersbureau.com
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Bill McKibben, editor
AMERICAN EARTH
Environmental Writing Since Thoreau
Foreword by Al Gore
CONTRIBUTORS: Walt Whitman, John Muir, Mary Austin, Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson, Edward Abbey, Wendell Berry, Michael Pollan, and many more. Also includes a chronology of the environmental movement and American environmental history, photos, and illustrations.
Library of America • 900 pp. • 978-1-59853-020-9 • $40.00
A Plently Magazine Top Ten Green Book

Ruth Ozeki
ALL OVER CREATION
“Isolating what must be one of the strangest literary niches ever, Ozeki has written another novel about the foul nature of what we put in our bodies, this time taking on the genetic engineering of crops.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-200389-3 • $15.00
American Book Award; a New York Times Notable Book

Herman Melville
OMOO
This novel chronicles the tumultuous events aboard a South Sea whaling vessel, and serves as an interesting text on the nexus of colonialism, culture, and global capitalism.
Penguin Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-310492-6 • $16.00
Also available: Typee 978-0-14-043488-0, Moby Dick 978-0-14-043724-7

Arthur Miller
AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE
In this adaptation of Ibsen’s play, a town is about to establish itself as a spa when a water pollution scandal is exposed.
Penguin • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-048140-2 • $12.00

NEW!
Dan Morrison
THE BLACK NILE
One Man’s Amazing Journey Through Peace and War on the World’s Longest River
Setting out from Uganda aboard a plankboard boat, the journalist paddles up the Nile on a quest across Sudan toward Cairo. “Weaving together intense travel writing and history, [Morrison] has produced a supremely entertaining work, and also an important one.”—David Grann, author of The Lost City of Z. “Excels in bringing the place, the politics and history of this fragile region alive.”—The Boston Globe.
Viking • 320 pp. • 978-0-670-02198-7 • $26.95
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311937-1 • $16.00
Paperback available August 2011

John Muir
THE MOUNTAINS OF CALIFORNIA
Edited with an Introduction by Edward Hoagland
Penguin Classics • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-310525-1 • $13.00

NATURE WRITINGS
Edited by William J. Cronon
Library of America • 928 pp. • 978-1-59853-021-6 • $35.00
Also available: My-First-Summer-in-the-Sierra 978-0-14-025570-6

Francis Parkman
THE OREGON TRAIL
Edited with an Introduction by David Levin
Documents Parkman’s adventures in the wilderness, sheds light on America’s westward expansion, and celebrates the American spirit.
Penguin Classics • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311514-4 • $15.00
A Man Asian Literary Prize

Jiang Rong
WOLF TOTEM
Translated by Howard Goldblatt
This epic Chinese novel depicts the dying culture of the Mongols, and the parallel extinction of the animal they believe to be sacred: the fierce and otherworldly Mongolian wolf. “An intellectual adventure story.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-311514-4 • $15.00
A Man Asian Literary Prize

Upton Sinclair
OIL!
This 1927 novel about the early days of the California oil industry is the inspiration for the film There Will Be Blood.
Penguin Classics • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-311226-6 • $15.00

THE JUNGLE
Deluxe Edition
Introduction by Eric Schlosser
This novel of the inhumane conditions within the Chicago stockyards inspired pure food laws.
Penguin Classics • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-303958-7 • $15.00
Introduction by Ronald Gottesman
The 1906 Doubleday, Page first edition text.
Penguin Classics • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-039031-5 • $11.00
100th Anniversary Edition
Afterword by Dr. Barry Sears
Signet Classics • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-52804-9 • $3.95
Teacher’s Guide at us.penguingroup.com/tguides
NEW!
Leslie Marmon Silko
THE TURQUOISE LEDGE
Taking readers along on her daily walks through the arroyos and ledges of the Sonoran desert in Arizona, the author of Ceremony uses the turquoise stones she finds to unite the strands of her family’s stories. “For my money Leslie Marmon Silko has always been the finest prose writer of her generation.”—Larry McMurtry.
Viking • 336 pp. • 978-0-670-02211-3 • $25.95
Paperback available October 2011
A Booklist Top Ten Environment Book

NEW!
Wallace Stegner
THE SPECTATOR BIRD
New Introduction by Jane Smiley
“Elegant and entertaining...every scene [is] adroitly staged and each effect precisely accomplished.”—The Atlantic.
Penguin Classics • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-310579-4 • $15.00
Also available: Wolf Willow 978-0-14-188501-9,
The Sound of Mountain Water 978-0-14-026674-0,
Collected Stories 978-0-14-303979-2
For more Stegner, visit us.penguingroup.com

J. M. Synge
THE ARAN ISLANDS
Edited with an Introduction by Tim Robinson
Synge’s classic 1907 description of his visits to the Aran Islands off the coast of Ireland.
Penguin Classics • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-018432-7 • $15.00

John Steinbeck
THE GRAPES OF WRATH
Introduction and Notes by Robert DeMott
The original 1939 text edition with a revised introduction and notes.
Penguin Classics • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-303943-3 • $16.00
Free Teacher’s Guide at us.penguingroup.com/tguides

TRAVELS WITH CHARLEY IN SEARCH OF AMERICA
Introduction by Jay Parini
Chronicles Steinbeck’s trip across America with his poodle Charley in 1960.
Penguin Classics • 200 pp. • 978-0-14-018741-0 • $15.00
For more Steinbeck, visit us.penguingroup.com

NEW!
Wallace Stegner
THE BIG ROCK CANDY MOUNTAIN
New Introduction by Robert Stone
Violent, ruthless Bo Mason drags his family from state to state, seeking his fortune. "One of the great books from which we may understand America and its rise.”—Robert Stone, author of Dog Soldiers.
Penguin Classics • 656 pp. • 978-0-14-310578-7 • $17.00
Wilfred Thesiger
THE MARSH ARABS
Introduction by Jon Lee Anderson
Thesiger spent years among the Marsh Arabs of Southern Iraq, traveling from village to village by canoe, and this magnificent account is a moving testament to their now threatened culture and the landscape they inhabit. “A classic of travel writing.”—The Times (UK).
Penguin Classics • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-144208-2 • $16.00

ARABIAN SANDS
Introduction by Rory Stewart
Thesiger’s account of the five years he spent traveling and exploring the deserts of Arabia.
Penguin Classics • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-144207-5 • $16.00

NEW!
Alexander Maitland
WILFRED THESIGER
The Life of the Great Explorer
A biography of perhaps the 20th century’s greatest explorer who journeyed for sixty years to some of the remotest, most dangerous places on earth, from the mountains of western Asia to the marshes of Iraq.
Overlook • 544 pp. • 978-1-59020-163-3 • $35.00
Available July 2011

NEW!
Henry David Thoreau
WALDEN
Edited by Edward Hoagland
Perhaps the most remarkable book in the American canon. As dense as scripture, crowded with aphorism, Walden is full enough of ideas for a score of ordinary books.”—Bill McKibben, author of The End of Nature.
Library of America • 320 pp. • 978-1-59853-063-6 • $11.95

COLLECTED ESSAYS AND POEMS
Edited by Elizabeth Hall Witherell
Library of America • 700 pp. • 978-1-883011-95-6 • $35.00

THE MAINE WOODS
Introduction by Edward Hoagland
Penguin • 644 pp. • 978-0-14-017013-9 • $17.00

CAPE COD
Introduction by Paul Theroux
Penguin Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-107002-3 • $16.00

WALDEN AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
Introduction by Michael Meyer
Reproduces the text of the 1854 first edition.
Penguin Classics • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-039044-5 • $12.00

WALDEN AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
Introduction by W. S. Merwin
Signet Classics • 320 pp. • 978-0-451-52945-9 • $5.95

Henry David Thoreau
THE PORTABLE THOREAU
Edited by Carl Bode
Includes the complete Walden; selections from A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, The Maine Woods, and the Journal; eighteen poems; and six essays.
Penguin • 704 pp. • 978-0-14-015031-5 • $18.00

A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS
Edited with an Introduction by H. Daniel Peck
Penguin Classics • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-043544-2 • $12.00

A YEAR IN THOREAU’S JOURNAL: 1851
Edited with an Introduction by H. Daniel Peck
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-039085-8 • $16.00

WHERE I LIVED, AND WHAT I LIVED FOR
Penguin Great Ideas Series
Penguin • 112 pp. • 978-0-14-303758-3 • $10.00

Leo Tolstoy
ANNA KARENINA
Deluxe Edition
Translated by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky
Set against a vast and richly textured canvas of 19th-century Russia, the novel’s main characters play out the contrasts of city and country life and all the variations on love and family happiness.
Penguin Classics • 864 pp. • 978-0-14-303500-8 • $17.00
For more Tolstoy, visit us.penguigroup.com

Opal Whiteley
THE SINGING CREEK WHERE THE WILLOWS GROW
The Mystical Nature Diary of Opal Whiteley
With a Biography and Afterword by Benjamin Hoff
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-023720-7 • $17.00

Jamie Zeppa
BEYOND THE SKY AND THE EARTH
A Journey into Bhutan
“Suggests what other contemporary travel books do not: that there are still a few places left in the world so strange and wondrous that a journey there has the power to transform the traveler, even against her will.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-57322-815-2 • $16.00
NEW!
Daniel Akst
WE HAVE MET THE ENEMY
Self-Control in an Age of Excess
“Akst handles the touchiest heretical ideas with charm, humor and painless scholarship.”—Nicholas von Hoffman, author of Mississippi Notebook. “Essential for all people concerned with their own overindulgences and with the future of society in general.”—Library Journal.
Penguin Press • 304 pp. • 978-1-59420-281-0 • $27.95
Available June 2011

NEW!
Warren Berger
CAD MONKEYS, DINOSAUR BABIES, AND T-SHAPED PEOPLE
Inside the World of Design Thinking and How it Can Spark Creativity and Innovation
“This book brings the wisdom of Bruce Mau, the business savvy of IDEO, and the multidisciplinary creativity of Stefan Sagmeister into the classroom. Berger succeeds in making complex design and creative concepts both interesting and accessible to students.”—Melinda Cheval, University of Colorado, Boulder. Previously published as Glimmer.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-0-13-311802-2 • $17.00

Marshall Berman
ALL THAT IS SOLID MELTS INTO THE AIR
The Experience of Modernity
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-010962-7 • $16.00

James Burke & Robert Ornstein
THE AXEMAKER’S GIFT
Technology’s Capture and Control of Our Minds and Culture
Tarcher • 368 pp. • 978-0-87477-856-4 • $16.95

NEW!
David Byrne
BICYCLE DIARIES
Having peddled through metropoles from Manhattan to Manila, the renowned musician shows how urban biking opens one’s eyes to the inner workings and rhythms of a city. “Part travelogue, part cultural critique, delivering ruminations on everything from Jane Jacobs to padded spandex.”—Wired.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311796-4 • $16.00

NEW!
Mark Frauenfelder
MADE BY HAND
Living the DIY Life
The editor-in-chief of Make magazine profiles fascinating “alpha makers”—and even incorporates a variety of DIY projects into his own life—to provide an everyday perspective on how using your hands to meet your needs can be far more rewarding than another trip to the mall.
Portfolio • 288 pp. • 978-1-59184-332-0 • $25.95
Portfolio • 256 pp. • 978-1-59184-443-3 • $16.00
Paperback available October 2011

Al Gore
THE ASSAULT ON REASON
See Economics, Politics, & Law, page 22

NEW!
James Hamilton-Paterson
SEVEN-TENTHS
The Sea and Its Thresholds
Taking humanity’s complex relationship with the sea as its starting point, Seven-Tenths is an enthralling meditation on the sea as the birthplace of the human race and shifts effortlessly between the sciences and the humanities—between cartography and poetry, between ecology and philosophy.
Europa Editions • 418 pp. • 978-1-933372-69-3 • $16.00

Nick Jans
THE GRIZZLY MAZE
Timothy Treadwell’s Fatal Obsession with Alaskan Bears
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-28735-8 • $15.00

NEW!
Steven Johnson
WHERE GOOD IDEAS COME FROM
The Natural History of Innovation
Beginning with Darwin’s first encounter with the coral reef, Johnson asks, what kind of environment fosters the development of good ideas? With today’s tools and environment, he argues, radical innovation is accessible to those who know how to cultivate it. “A distinctively stimulating and enjoyable way of looking at the world, drawing not only on technology but on the history of science and medicine.”—Financial Times.
Riverhead • 336 pp. • 978-1-59448-771-2 • $26.95
Riverhead • 336 pp. • 978-1-59448-538-1 • $16.00
Paperback available October 2011
See also: The Invention of Air p. 17, The Ghost Map p. 21
Gary Lachman  
**RUDOLF STEINER**  
An Introduction to His Life and Work  
A biography of one of the most creative and prolific figures of the early 20th century and his pioneering work in alternative education, holistic health, and environmental research.  
Tarcher • 304 pp. • 978-1-58542-543-3 • $16.95

Robert Macfarlane  
**THE WILD PLACES**  
A search for wild landscapes in Britain and Ireland. “An eloquent—and compulsively readable—reminder that, though we’re laying waste the world, nature still holds sway over much of the earth’s surface.”—Bill McKibben, author of *The End of Nature*.  
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311393-5 • $15.00

Thomas K. Malthus  
**AN ESSAY ON THE PRINCIPLE OF POPULATION**  
Edited with an Introduction by Antony Flew  
Penguin Classics • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-043206-0 • $18.00

Joseph Mazur  
**EUCLID IN THE RAINFOREST**  
Discovering Universal Truth in Logic and Math  
Through adventure stories and historical narratives populated with a rich and quirky cast of characters, Mazur reveals the less-than-airtight nature of logic and the muddled relationship between math and the real world. “This charming book radiates love of mathematics and of life.”—Choice.  
Plume • 352 pp. • 978-0-452-28783-9 • $15.00

Jeremy Narby  
**INTELLIGENCE IN NATURE**  
An Inquiry Into Knowledge  
“Makes an astonishing connection between ancient Shamanistic beliefs and those of modern science.”—Alice Walker, author of *The Color Purple*.  
Tarcher • 240 pp. • 978-1-58542-461-0 • $15.95

Geoff Nicholson  
**THE LOST ART OF WALKING**  
The History, Science, and Literature of Pedestrianism  
Riverhead • 288 pp. • 978-1-59448-403-2 • $15.00

Daniel Pink  
**DRIVE**  
The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us  
“Pink makes a strong, science-based case for rethinking motivation—and then provides the tools you need to transform your life.”—Mehmet C. Oz, M.D.  
Riverhead • 256 pp. • 978-1-59448-480-3 • $16.00

Steven Pinker  
**THE STUFF OF THOUGHT**  
Language as a Window into Human Nature  
“A complex meditation on language and thought.”—Los Angeles Times.  
Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-311424-6 • $17.00

**THE BLANK SLATE**  
The Modern Denial of Human Nature  
Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-200334-3 • $18.00  
A Pulitzer Prize Finalist; a Maccoby Prize Book Award; a New York Times Notable Book

Michael Pollan  
**A PLACE OF MY OWN**  
The Architecture of Daydreams  
Updated Edition  
Preface by the author  
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311474-1 • $16.00  
See also: *In Defense of Food* and *The Omnivore’s Dilemma*, page 27

NEW!  
Jane McGonigal  
**REALITY IS BROKEN**  
Why Games Make Us Better and How They Can Change the World  
Discusses how alternate reality games are already improving the quality of our daily lives, fighting social problems such as depression and obesity. “Will both stimulate your brain and stir your soul. Once you read this remarkable book, you’ll never look at games...quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, author of *Drive*. “The path to becoming happier, improving your business, and saving the world might be one and the same: understanding how the world’s best games work.”—Tim Ferriss, author of *The 4-Hour Workweek*.  
Penguin Press • 400 pp. • 978-1-59420-285-8 • $26.95

---

**PENGUIN CLASSICS NEWSLETTER**  
Go to http://us.penguin.com/newsletters to sign up for the Penguin Classics Newsletter and get all the latest information on new books for your courses
Joel R. Primack & Nancy Ellen Abrams
THE VIEW FROM THE CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE
Discovering Our Extraordinary Place in the Cosmos
“Synthesizes the information we have so far to evoke a compelling new version of why we matter in the universe and how we might begin to embrace it again and call it home.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review.
Riverhead • 400 pp. • 978-1-59448-255-7 • $16.00

NEW!
Erik Reece
AN AMERICAN GOSPEL
On Family, History, and the Kingdom of God
Grandson of a fire-and-brimstone Baptist preacher, the author of Lost Mountain taps forgotten American geniuses—from William Byrd to Lynn Margulis—to discover a distinctively American gospel that prizes the pleasures of this earth.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-445-2 • $15.00
See also: Lost Mountain, page 23

NEW!
Jeremy Rifkin
THE EMPATHIC CIVILIZATION
The Race to Global Consciousness in a World in Crisis
As older faith-based and rational forms of consciousness become more stressed in the new globalizing society, the acclaimed social theorist postulates the emergence of an empathetic consciousness enabling humans to mutually live and flourish.
Tarcher • 656 pp. • 978-1-58542-765-9 • $27.95

Witold Rybczynski
HOME
A Short History of an Idea
A brilliant assessment of the social, cultural, economic, and political factors that have shaped Western concepts of privacy, domesticity, and comfort.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-010231-4 • $17.00
Also available: Looking Around 978-0-14-016889-1,
The Most Beautiful House in the World 978-0-14-010566-7

Michael Sims
APOLLO’S FIRE
A Day on Earth in Nature and Imagination
Sims brings a scientist’s curiosity and a poet’s soul to a delightful tour of a single day on earth. “[Sims’s] weaving together of science and the more humane aspects of nature is what makes this book so interesting.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311441-3 • $16.00

NEW!
Michael Specter
DENIALISM
How Irrational Thinking Harms the Planet and Threatens Our Lives
Confronting the widespread distrust of vaccines, pharmaceutical companies, and genetically modified grains, the science writer provocatively asks whether we are going to embrace new technologies or slink back into an era of magical thinking. “A lucid and insightful book about a very frightening and irrational phenomenon—the fear and superstition that threaten human science and progress.”—Malcolm Gladwell, author of The Tipping Point.
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311831-2 • $16.00

Henry David Thoreau
A NEW EARTH
Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-28996-3 • $14.00

David L. Ulin
THE MYTH OF SOLID GROUND
Earthquakes, Prediction, and the Fault Line Between Reason and Faith
“A subtle, personal, and adventurous exploration of what an immense natural phenomenon means in our culture at large.”—Los Angeles Times.
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-303525-1 • $15.00

NEW!
Lou Ureneck
CABIN
Two Brothers, a Dream, and Five Acres in Maine
A chronicle of the building of a small post-and-beam cabin in the Maine woods that tells a deeper story of family, home, and brotherly bonds.
Viking • 288 pp. • 978-0-670-02294-6 • $25.95
Available September 2011

Thorsten Veblen
CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION
Penguin Great Ideas Series
Penguin • 112 pp. • 978-0-14-303759-0 • $10.00

THE THEORY OF THE LEISURE CLASS
Introduction by Robert Lekachman
Penguin Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-018795-3 • $16.00
**NEW!**

David Haward Bain  
**BITTER WATERS**  
America’s Forgotten Mission to the Dead Sea  
Heroically engaging unfamiliar terrain, hostile Bedouins, and ancient mysteries, navy captain William Francis Lynch and his party epitomize their nation’s spirit of Manifest Destiny in the days before the Civil War.  
Overlook • 448 pp. • 978-1-59020-352-1 • $30.00  
Available August 2011

**EMPIRE EXPRESS:** Building the First Transcontinental Railroad  
Penguin • 816 pp. • 978-0-14-008499-3 • $30.00

Bartolomé de Las Casas  
**A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE INDIES**  
Translated by Nigel Griffin  
Introduction by Anthony Pagden  
Penguin Classics • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-044562-6 • $13.00

Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca  
**CHRONICLE OF THE NARVÁEZ EXPEDITION**  
Introduction by Ilan Stavans  
Revised and Annotated  
Translation by Harold Augenbraum  
Recounts a Spanish nobleman’s nine-year odyssey on foot from present-day Florida to California in the early 16th century. “The gripping and unconventional story pulls in students...Deserves a place in the standard list of European Expansionism and American Colonial texts.”—*Itinerario*. Maps.  
Penguin Classics • 160 pp. • 978-0-14-243707-0 • $14.00

James T. Campbell  
**MIDDLE PASSAGES**  
African-American Journeys to Africa 1787–2005  
“An artful reconstruction of the often bittersweet experience of return and reunion...that deepen[s] our understanding of national identity and the burdens of race.”—*The New York Times Book Review*.  
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-311198-6 • $17.00  
A Pulitzer Prize finalist; a *Choice Outstanding Academic Title*; a *Mark Lynton History Prize*

Cesar Chavez  
**AN ORGANIZER’S TALE: SPEECHES**  
Edited with an Introduction by Ilan Stavans  
This collection of Chavez’s speeches and writings chronicles his development as a leader, and includes previously unpublished material, including testimony before the House of Representatives about the hazards of pesticides.  
Penguin Classics • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-310526-8 • $16.00

Apsley Cherry-Garrard  
**THE WORST JOURNEY IN THE WORLD**  
Introduction by Caroline Alexander  
The youngest member of Robert Falcon Scott’s team recounts the ill-fated Winter Journey to the South Pole.  
Penguin Classics • 672 pp. • 978-0-14-303938-9 • $18.00  
*National Geographic’s Greatest Adventure Book*

Captain James Cook  
**THE JOURNALS OF CAPTAIN COOK**  
Selected and Edited with Introductions by Philip Edwards  
This edition, abridged from the four-volume Hakluyt Society edition, encompasses the three expeditions between 1768 and 1779 in which Cook charted the entire coast of New Zealand, the east coast of Australia, and a host of previously unknown islands in the Pacific, including the Hawaiian Islands. Also includes a glossary of unusual words, indexes of people and places, and a postscript assessing the controversy surrounding Cook’s death. 17 maps.  
Penguin Classics • 672 pp. • 978-0-14-043647-1 • $13.00

Daniel Defoe  
**THE STORM**  
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Richard Hamblyn  
Defoe’s compelling eyewitness account of the hurricane of 1703, the worst storm Britain has ever experienced.  
Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-143992-1 • $15.00  
*A JOURNAL OF THE PLAGUE YEAR*  
Revised edition  
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Cynthia Wall  
Penguin Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-043785-0 • $11.00

**NEW!**  
Jared Diamond  
**COLLAPSE**  
How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed  
Revised Edition  
Updated with a new afterword and an additional chapter featuring Diamond’s latest research. “Extraordinary in erudition and originality, compelling in its ability to relate the digitized pandemonium of the present to the hushed agrarian sunrises of the past.”—*The New York Times Book Review*.  
Penguin • 592 pp. • 978-0-14-311700-1 • $18.00  
*A Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe, and Economist Best Book of the Year; a *New York Times Notable Book; an Aventis Prize finalist; a California Book Award Silver Medal*
environmental history

Barbara Freese
COAL
A Human History
"[Freese] wants to prompt us to think broadly—and specifically—about our relationship to the physical material of the world, the startling history that has brought us to this point and the chain of human and economic events that is set in motion when we flip on a light switch."—The New York Times. 8 pp. b/w photos.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-200098-4 • $15.00
A New York Times Notable Book

Joe Jackson
THE THIEF AT THE END OF THE WORLD
Rubber, Power, and the Seeds of Empire
The story of how 70,000 rubber seeds were smuggled from Brazilian rainforests to England in 1876, making possible an explosion of entrepreneurial and scientific industry. "Deeply researched and thoroughly readable."—The Wall Street Journal. 8 pp. b/w photos.
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-311461-1 • $16.00
Also available: A World on Fire 978-0-14-303883-2

Harvey Green
WOOD
Craft, Culture, History
"In this carefully constructed, engrossing cultural history, Green tells us something new about wood on almost every page."—Howard Mansfield, author of The Same Axe, Twice.
Penguin • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-311269-3 • $20.00

Julie Greene
THE CANAL BUILDERS
Making America’s Empire at the Panama Canal
Penguin History of American Life Series
"Compellingly written and meticulously researched...this is the first history of the Panama Canal that tells the personal stories of the people—black and white, women and men—who actually built it."—Walter Nugent, U. of Notre Dame. “A telling portrait of exploitation, privilege, and insularity, backed by a mountain of fresh research.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-311678-3 • $18.00

Ivor van Heerden & Mike Bryan
THE STORM
What Went Wrong and Why During Hurricane Katrina—The Inside Story from One Louisiana Scientist
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311-213-6 • $15.00

Alexander von Humboldt
PERSONAL NARRATIVE OF A JOURNEY TO THE EQUINOCTIAL REGIONS OF THE NEW CONTINENT
Translated and Abridged with an Introduction and Notes by Jason Wilson
Historical Introduction by Malcolm Nicolson
Penguin Classics • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-044553-4 • $17.00
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NEW!
Peter Nichols
OIL AND ICE
A Story of Arctic Disaster and the Rise and Fall of America’s Last Whaling Dynasty
The story of one fateful whaling season that illuminates the unprecedented rise and devastating fall of America’s first oil industry—and presages the rise and fall of the second. “A terrifyingly relevant historical narrative.”—Nathaniel Philbrick, author of MAYFLOWER. “This eloquent and intelligent work opens a vivid, entertaining, window into a pivotal period in the American past.”—Derek Lundy, author of GODFÖRSÅKEN SEA.
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311836-7 • $16.00

NEW!
Adam Nicolson
SISSINGHURST, AN UNFINISHED HISTORY
The Quest to Restore a Working Farm at Vita Sackville-West’s Legendary Garden
“A wonderful drama, but ultimately its message about the importance of good stewardship of the land and of nourishing the community prevails.”—Alice Waters, founder of Chez Panisse restaurant.
Viking • 352 pp. • 978-0-670-02173-4 • $27.95

Clive Ponting
A NEW GREEN HISTORY OF THE WORLD
The Environment and the Collapse of Great Civilizations
Updated Edition
A provocative view of human history and its relationship to the environment. “If there is a single book on the subject to engage the enthusiast, silence the critical, and enlighten the ignorant, this is it.”—The Observer (UK).
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-303898-6 • $17.00

NEW!
Nathaniel Philbrick
AWAY OFF SHORE
Nantucket Island and Its People, 1602-1890
Back in print. From the English settlers to the island’s slow decline as a center of commerce in the post-Civil War years, Philbrick reveals an often overlooked chapter of American history. “Meticulously detailed, filled with fine anecdotes, and a fascinating look at a fascinating place.”—H.G. Bissinger, author of FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312012-4 • $16.00

Nathaniel Philbrick
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA
The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex
“An excellent history about the whaling industry of Nantucket and how it shaped the island’s community.”—Historical Journal of Massachusetts. 16 pp. b/w illustrations.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-100182-1 • $16.00
National Book Award
For more Philbrick, visit us.penguingroup.com

John Wesley Powell
THE EXPLORATION OF THE COLORADO RIVER AND ITS CANYONS
Introduction by Wallace Stegner
Penguin Classics • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-243752-0 • $16.00

Diana & Michael Preston
A PIRATE OF EXQUISITE MIND
Explorer, Naturalist, and Buccaneer: The Life of William Dampier
“Brings to life one of the most important explorers of the 17th century—a swashbuckling naturalist whose influence on navigation, science, and literature was incredibly far-reaching and profound.”—Nathaniel Philbrick, author of MAYFLOWER.
Berkley • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-20037-7 • $15.00

NEW!
Stephen J. Pyne
VOYAGER
Exploration, Space, and the Third Great Age of Discovery
This inventive book recasts the two unmanned Voyager spacecraft—now on course to become the first man-made objects to exit our solar system—in the tradition of Magellan, Columbus, and other explorers. “A mind-boggling synthesis of science, history, and poetry.”—Laurence Bergreen, author of MARCO POLO. 8-page b/w insert; 11 b/w diagrams.
Viking • 464 pp. • 978-0-670-02183-3 • $29.95
Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311959-3 • $17.00
Paperback available July 2011

Marcus Rediker
THE SLAVE SHIP
A Human History
Focusing on the 18th-century American and British slave trade, Rediker explores how the ships, their crews, and their human cargo connected and transformed societies on both sides of the voyage. “The best of histories, deeply researched, brilliantly formulated, and morally informed.”—Ira Berlin, U. of Maryland. 16 pp. b/w photos, 8 maps.
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-311425-3 • $17.00
George Washington Book Prize; James A. Rawley Prize; Merle Curti Award
Marc Reisner

**CADILLAC DESERT**
The American West and Its Disappearing Water

*Revised Edition*

Explores the economics, politics, and ecology of water over more than a century of public and private desert reclamation in the American West. “A fascinating and a cautionary tale.”—Leslie Carothers, Environmental Law Institute.

*Penguin* • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-017824-1 • $18.00

Also available:

- **A Dangerous Place:**
  *California’s Unsettling Fate* 978-0-14-200383-1

Jan Rogozinski

**A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CARIBBEAN**
From the Arawak and Carib to the Present

Revised edition

The first complete history of the Caribbean islands—updated through the year 2000. Maps, b/w photographs, illustrations.

*Plume* • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-28193-6 • $18.00

Aaron Sachs

**THE HUMBOLDT CURRENT**
Nineteenth-Century Exploration and the Roots of American Environmentalism

An intellectual history that examines the lasting legacy of naturalist and explorer Alexander von Humboldt on American culture and science. “Argues convincingly that Humboldt was second only to Darwin among scientists in his impact on the history of American thought.”—David S. Reynolds, author of *Walt Whitman’s America*. B/w photos, illustrations, maps.

*Penguin* • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-311192-4 • $16.00

**NEW!**

Helen Scales, Ph.D.

**POSEIDON’S STEED**
The Story of Seahorses, from Myth to Reality

A marine biologist explores the enchanting sea creature—the only species in which the males give birth. “In this fascinating book Helen Scales, an aptly named marine biologist, explains the myth, biology, and ecology of what the Victorians called ‘queer fish.’”—*The Economist*. 2 b/w photo inserts, map.

*Gotham* • 272 pp. • 978-1-592-40581-7 • $15.00

Nicholas Shrady

**THE LAST DAY**
Wrath, Ruin, and Reason in the Great Lisbon Earthquake of 1755

A history of how the Lisbon earthquake shook the religious and intellectual foundations of Enlightenment Europe—with Voltaire, Kant and Rousseau using the disaster as a vehicle to promote their ideas—and gave rise to disaster preparedness, landmark social reform, urban planning, and the birth of seismology. “An enthralling and highly entertaining account of one of Europe’s greatest natural disasters.”—Tim Blanning, Cambridge University.

*Penguin* • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-311460-4 • $16.00

Joshua Slocum

**SAILING ALONE AROUND THE WORLD**
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Thomas Philbrick

Slocum’s autobiographical account of his solo trip around the world in a thirty-six-foot wooden sloop in 1900.

*Penguin Classics* • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-043736-2 • $14.00

**NEW!**

Jane S. Smith

**THE GARDEN OF INVENTION**
Luther Burbank and the Business of Breeding Plants

Not only a biography of the celebrated plant breeder, but also a tale of the intersection of gardening, science, and business in the years between the Civil War and the Great Depression. “Thanks to this pioneering study of a horticultural genius, Burbank...can now take his place alongside Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, and the other entrepreneur-inventors of his era.”—Kevin Starr, U. of Southern California. “A very human story of the boundless imagination and ambition that underlie the woes and wonders of agriculture today.”—Ruth Ozeki, author of *My Year of Meats*.

*Penguin Classic* • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311689-9 • $16.00

John Steinbeck

**AMERICA AND AMERICANS**
and Selected Nonfiction

Edited by Susan Shillinglaw and Jackson J. Benson

Includes America and Americans, and Steinbeck’s writings about Salinas, San Francisco, Monterey, and Sag Harbor.

*Penguin Classics* • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-243741-4 • $16.00

For more Steinbeck, visit www.penguin.com

Ernest Shackleton

**SOUTH**
The Endurance Expedition

*Introduction by Fergus Fleming*

Penguin Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-243779-7 • $14.00

WWW.PENGUIN.COM/Academic
Alan Taylor
**AMERICAN COLONIES**
The Settling of North America
“At long last, we have an overview of colonial North America that addresses its full geographic, international, and multicultural sweep.”—Neal Salisbury, Smith College. 25 b/w illustrations, maps.
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-200210-0 • $18.00
California Book Award Gold Medal

Peter Turchin
**WAR AND PEACE AND WAR**
The Rise and Fall of Empires
From a professor at the U. of Connecticut’s Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology comes a bold new theory about the course of world history, examining a society’s capacity for collective action as the key to the formation of empires. “Turchin’s view of [history] from the perspective of an evolutionary biologist...promises a great deal.”—*The Times Literary Supplement*. B/w maps.
Plume • 416 pp. • 978-0-452-28819-5 • $16.00

NEW!
William T. Vollman
**IMPERIAL**
For generations of migrant workers, from Okies fleeing the Dust Bowl of the 1930s to Mexican laborers today, Imperial County, CA, has held the promise of paradise—and the reality of hell. Vollmann takes us deep into the heart of this haunted region, and by extension into the dark soul of American imperialism, also addressing current debates on immigration, agribusiness, and corporate exploitation.
Penguin • 1,200 pp. • 978-0-14-311840-4 • $35.00
A National Book Critics Circle Award nominee; a California Book Award finalist

NEW!
Sarah Vowell
**UNFAMILIAR FISHES**
From the New England missionaries who arrived in 1820 to the first Hawaiian president of the United States, the author of *The Woryd Shipmates* surveys the emblematic and exceptional history of the 50th state.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-787-3 • $25.95

NEW!
Freddie Wilkinson
**ONE MOUNTAIN THOUSAND SUMMITS**
The Untold Story of Tragedy and True Heroism on K2
NAL • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-23119-2 • $24.95
NAL • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-23331-8 • $15.00
Paperback Available July 2011

Colin Woodard
**THE LOBSTER COAST**
Rebels, Rusticators, and the Struggle for a Forgotten Frontier
The story of one of the last hunter-gatherer societies in the developed world traces the history of the rugged fishing communities that dot the coast of Maine. “[A] well-researched and well-written cultural and ecological history of stubborn perseverance.”—*USA Today*.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-303534-3 • $16.00

NEW!
Hobson Woodward
**A BRAVE VESSEL**
The True Tale of the Castaways Who Rescued Jamestown
A hurricane waylays the *Sea Venture* on Bermuda before the crew makes its way to famine-stricken Jamestown. “At once a penetrating work of literary analysis and a riveting historical narrative.”—Nathaniel Philbrick, author of *The Mayflower*. 8-page b/w insert.
Viking • 304 pp. • 978-0-670-02096-6 • $25.95
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311752-0 • $16.00
Paperback available July 2011

Stephen Yafa
**COTTON**
The Biography of a Revolutionary Fiber
A narrative history that traces the cultural, economic, and social history of the “world’s friendliest fiber” from the kingdoms of Mesopotamia to the Gap. “With wit and intelligence, Yafa demonstrates how a good deal of history can be learned by following a single thread.”—*The Washington Post*.
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303722-4 • $15.00

Tom Zoellner
**URANIUM**
War, Energy, and the Rock That Shaped the World
The story of the most powerful source of energy on the earth—and modern man’s quest to control it. “Part history and part travel narrative, the book presents the atomic age not through its scientists or grand strategists, but through its raw material.”—*The New York Times*.
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311672-1 • $16.00

ONLINE TABLES OF CONTENTS
Find tables of contents to hundreds of Penguin Group academic titles at www.penguin.com/toc
NEW!  
Albert-László Barabási  
BURSTS  
The Hidden Pattern Behind Everything We Do  
“Brings a physicist’s penetrating eye to a sweeping range of human activities… shows how a pattern of bursts appears in what has long seemed a random mess. These bursts are both mathematically predictable and beautiful.”—Nicholas A. Christakis, M.D., Ph.D.  
Dutton • 272 pp. • 978-0-525-95160-5 • $26.95  
Plume • 320 pp. • 978-0-452-29718-0 • $16.00  
Paperback available June 2011

LINKED  
How Everything Is Connected to Everything Else and What It Means for Business, Science, and Everyday Life  
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-29744-9 • $16.00

NEW!  
Deborah Blum  
THE POISONER’S HANDBOOK  
Murder and the Birth of Forensic Medicine in Jazz Age New York  
“A wonderfully compelling hybrid of history and science built around eccentric characters.”—Michael Sims, author of Apollo’s Fire.  
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311882-4 • $16.00

Susan Brackney  
PLAN BEE  
Everything you Ever Wanted to Know About the Hardest-Working Creatures on the Planet  
A guided tour through the history, folklore, and function of the honeybee.  
Perigee • 240 pp. • 978-0-399-53598-7 • $13.95

NEW!  
Christopher Cokinos  
THE FALLEN SKY  
An Intimate History of Shooting Stars  
Traveling from America’s deserts to Antarctica, the author profiles rogue scientists and stargazing dreamers to tell the story of how the study of meteorites became a modern science. “Cokinos guides the reader along his search for the driving force behind the passions of meteorite scientists, collectors, and dealers that make the meteoritic community such a vibrant and contentious bunch.”—Science magazine.  
Tarcher • 528 pp. • 978-1-58542-832-8 • $16.95  
Also available: Hope Is the Thing with Feathers 978-1-58542-722-2

NEW!  
Jerry A. Coyne  
WHY EVOLUTION IS TRUE  
In crisp, accessible prose, Coyne weaves together the many threads of genetics, paleontology, geology, molecular biology, and anatomy to illustrate the evidence supporting evolution. “There are many superb books on evolution, but this one is superb in a new way—it explains out the latest evidence for evolution lucidly, thoroughly, and with devastating effectiveness.”—Steven Pinker, author of The Stuff of Thought.  
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311664-6 • $16.00

NEW!  
Devra Davis  
DISCONNECT  
The Truth about Cell Phone Radiation, What the Industry Has Done to Hide It, and How to Protect Your Family  
The founding director of the toxicology and environmental studies board at the U.S. National Academy of Sciences reveals that the most popular gadget of our age has now been shown to damage DNA, break down the brain’s defenses, and reduce sperm count while increasing memory loss, the risk of Alzheimer’s disease, and even cancer.  
Dutton • 304 pp. • 978-0-525-95194-0 • $26.95  
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-29744-9 • $16.00  
Paperback available October 2011

Paul R. Ehrlich  
HUMAN NATURES  
Genes, Cultures, and the Human Prospect  
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-200053-3 • $18.00

NEW!  
Steven Johnson  
THE INVENTION OF AIR  
A Story of Science, Faith, Revolution, and the Birth of America  
The story of Joseph Priestley, the 18th-century thinker who played pivotal roles in the invention of ecosystem science, the discovery of oxygen, the founding of the Unitarian Church, and the intellectual development of the United States. “To explain why some ideas upend the world, [Johnson] draws upon many disciplines: chemistry, social history, geography, even ecosystem science.”—Los Angeles Times.  
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-401-8 • $16.00  
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title;  
a New York Times Notable Book of the Year  
See also: The Ghost Map p. 21, Where Good Ideas Came From p. 9
Charles Lyell
PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY
Edited with an Introduction by James A. Secord
Penguin Classics • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-043528-3 • $18.00

NEW!
Peter Miller
THE SMART SWARM
How Understanding Flocks, Schools, and Colonies Can Make Us Better at Communicating, Decision-Making, and Getting Things Done
The National Geographic editor shows what ants, bees, fish, and smart swarms can teach us about communication, organization, and decision-making. “Informs, engages, entertains, and even surprises in this thought-provoking study of problem making and problem solving, and through the comparison of human and insect scenarios, shows how social cues and signals can either bring about social cooperation or destruction.”—Publishers Weekly.
Avery • 304 pp. • 978-1-58333-414-0 • $26.00

Stephen J. Pyne
HOW THE CANYON BECAME GRAND
A Short History
“With impressive erudition and a broad sweep of reference, Pyne shows how the Canyon has been discovered, and reinterpreted, from the age of Spanish scholasticism to the age of ecology.”—Donald Worster, author of A Passion for Nature: The Life of John Muir.
Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-028356-2 • $15.00

NEW!
Gavin Pretor-Pinney
THE WAVE WATCHER’S COMPANION
From Ocean Waves to Light Waves via Shock Waves, Stadium Waves, and All the Rest of Life’s Undulations
Filled with clever graphics, surprising metaphors, and a healthy dose of humor, this is a book for anyone who wonders why hearts beat, snakes slither, suspension bridges collapse, butterfly wings shimmer, and traffic clogs up.
Perigee • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-53426-3 • $16.00

Robert Oerter
THE THEORY OF ALMOST EVERYTHING
The Standard Model, the Unsung Triumph of Theoretical Physics
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-28786-0 • $16.00

NEW!
Gavin Pretor-Pinney
THE WAVE WATCHER’S COMPANION
From Ocean Waves to Light Waves via Shock Waves, Stadium Waves, and All the Rest of Life’s Undulations
Filled with clever graphics, surprising metaphors, and a healthy dose of humor, this is a book for anyone who wonders why hearts beat, snakes slither, suspension bridges collapse, butterfly wings shimmer, and traffic clogs up.
Perigee • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-53426-3 • $22.95

Michael Spector
DENIALISM
See Philosophy & Criticism, page 11

NEW!
Gavin Pretor-Pinney
THE WAVE WATCHER’S COMPANION
From Ocean Waves to Light Waves via Shock Waves, Stadium Waves, and All the Rest of Life’s Undulations
Filled with clever graphics, surprising metaphors, and a healthy dose of humor, this is a book for anyone who wonders why hearts beat, snakes slither, suspension bridges collapse, butterfly wings shimmer, and traffic clogs up.
Perigee • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-53426-3 • $15.00
Paperback available July 2011

Sheldon Rampton & John Stauber
TRUST US, WE’RE EXPERTS!
How Industry Manipulates Science and Gambles with Your Future
Tarcher • 368 pp. • 978-1-58542-139-8 • $15.95

NEW!
Mark Stevenson
AN OPTIMIST’S TOUR OF THE FUTURE
One Curious Man Sets Out to Answer “What's Next?”
Drawing on his singular humor and storytelling to break down everything from genome sequencing to carbon scrubbing, Stevenson paints a wonderfully readable and completely enthralling portrait of where we’ll be when we grow up—and why it’s not so scary.
Avery • 304 pp. • 978-1-58333-414-0 • $26.00

Lewis Thomas
THE LIVES OF A CELL
Notes of a Biology Watcher
Penguin • 160 pp. • 978-0-14-004743-1 • $14.00

THE MEDUSA AND THE SNAIL
More Notes of a Biology Watcher
Penguin • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-024319-2 • $15.00

NEW!
Reed Timmer with Andrew Tilin
INTO THE STORM
Violent Tornadoes, Killer Hurricanes, and Death-defying Adventures in Extreme Weather
Discovery’s Storm Chasers star offers an account of his extraordinary profession, each chapter featuring the story of one of the 300-plus extreme storms that he has intercepted over the last decade—including the killer F5 tornado that struck Moore, Oklahoma in May 1999.
Dutton • 304 pp. • 978-0-525-95193-3 • $26.95
NAL • 288 pp. • 978-0-451-23599-9 • $15.00
Paperback available September 2011
NEW!
Diana Beresford-Kroeger
THE GLOBAL FOREST
One of the world’s experts on how trees chemically affect the environment presents a revolutionary bioplan for planting trees to promote health and to counteract pollution and global warming.
Viking • 224 pp. • 978-0-670-02174-1 • $25.95

Mark Bowen
CENSORING SCIENCE
Inside the Political Attack on Dr. James Hansen and the Truth of Global Warming
The true story of Hansen’s decades-long battle to bring the truth about global warming to light, and the Bush administration’s censorship of this preeminent climatologist.
Rough Guides • 384 pp. • 978-1-84836-579-7 • $19.99

NEW!
Stewart Brand
WHOLE EARTH DISCIPLINE
Why Dense Cities, Nuclear Power, Transgenic Crops, Restored Wetlands, and Geoengineering Are Necessary
“Likely one of the most original and important books of the century.”—Paul Hawken, author of Blessed Unrest. “After spreading the gospel of self-sufficiency with his inimitable Whole Earth Catalog, Brand now embraces science and engineering as the disciplines that will see us through the fast-approaching crisis of global warming.”—Richard Rhodes, editor of The Making of the Atomic Bomb.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311828-2 • $16.00
See also: How Buildings Learn, page 29

Greg Craven
WHAT’S THE WORST THAT COULD HAPPEN?
A Rational Response to the Climate Change Debate
This provocative new way to look at the global warming debate provides a way to decide the best course of action.
Perigee • 224 pp. • 978-0-399-53501-7 • $14.95

NEW!
Edward Glaeser
TRIUMPH OF THE CITY
See Urban Studies, page 30

NEW!
Robert Henson
THE ROUGH GUIDE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Third Edition
“If you want a plain-language book about climate change, this is the book for you. It clearly describes what causes a changing climate, discusses the impacts that we are likely to see, and provides insights into what the solutions to deal with the problem might be.”—Eileen Claussen, president, the Pew Center on Global Climate Change.
Rough Guides • 384 pp. • 978-1-84836-579-7 • $19.99

NEW!
Donovan Hohn
MOBY-DUCK
The True Story of 28,800 Bath Toys Lost at Sea and of the Beachcombers, Oceanographers, Environmentalists, and Fools, Including the Author, Who Went in Search of Them
“A far-ranging, delightfully narrated masterwork of adventure, science, exploration, and much more....A quest to discover how a container full of little rubber duckies washed up on the wave-battered shores of Alaska.”—Nathaniel Philbrick, author of Mayflower. “An adventure story, an important environmental book, a big piece of reportage, and a cabinet of wonders in which Hohn...hash[es], synthesiz[es], and reflect[s] on the most pressing concerns of our world today.”—Michael Paterniti, author of Driving Mr. Albert.
Viking • 384 pp. • 978-0-670-02219-9 • $27.95

Nigel Lawson
AN APPEAL TO REASON
A Cool Look at Global Warming
An argument for a fully-formed view of global warming, from Margaret Thatcher’s Energy Secretary.
Overlook • 144 pp. • 978-1-59020-252-4 • $9.95

Michael E. Mann & Lee R. Kump
DIRE PREDICTIONS: UNDERSTANDING GLOBAL WARMING
Presents the information documented by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, in an illustrated, visually-stunning, and undeniably powerful way to the lay reader.
DK • 208 pp. • 978-0-756-63995-2 • $25.00
NEW!
Captain Charles Moore & Cassandra Phillips
PLASTIC OCEAN
How a Sea Captain’s Chance Discovery Launched an Obsessive Quest to Save the Oceans
Environmentalist and researcher, Moore details his life-changing discovery of the “Great North Pacific Garbage Patch” and his steps to bring public awareness to this growing global health crisis.
Avery • 304 pp. • 978-1-58333424-9 • $26.00
Available October 2011

NEW!
David Owen
GREEN METROPOLIS
Why Living Smaller, Living Closer, and Driving Less Are the Keys to Sustainability
“Turns conventional wisdom on its head and takes a clear-eyed look at what ‘green’ might truly mean.”—San Francisco Chronicle. “Owen advances the provocative argument that the asphalt jungle is greener than the places where most Americans live. A hard-hitting book that punctures many eco-balloons.”—Witold Rybczynski, University of Pennsylvania.
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-484-1 • $16.00

NEW!
Henry Pollack, Ph.D.
A WORLD WITHOUT ICE
Foreword by Al Gore
The co-winner of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize traces the effect of shrinking mountain glaciers on supplies of drinking water and agricultural irrigation, warning of looming catastrophe. “Part history of ice on Earth, part a scientist’s love song to his subject, and part an unsentimental eulogy to ice.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Avery • 304 pp. • 978-1-58333-407-2 • $16.00

NEW!
Laurence C. Smith
THE WORLD IN 2050
Four Forces Shaping Civilization’s Northern Future
“Smith’s studies of climate change in the Far North have already won him a reputation as a charismatic rising star among geographers. His book will vividly relate the big challenges facing the world as a result of those changes.”—Jared Diamond, author of Collapse.
Dutton • 352 pp. • 978-0-525-95181-0 • $26.95
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-29747-4 • $17.00
Paperback available November 2011

PUBLIC HEALTH & EPIDEMICS

John M. Barry
THE GREAT INFLUENZA
The Epic Story of the Deadliest Plague in History
Revised Edition
Afterword by the author
“[A] very well informed account of the flu epidemic in 1918–1919, which killed more people than the guns and bayonets of World War I”—The New York Review of Books.
Penguin • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-303469-4 • $17.00
A Library Journal Best Book of the Year; a Booklist Editor’s Choice

Anthony J. Cichoke
SECRETS OF NATIVE AMERICAN HERBAL REMEDIES
A Comprehensive Guide to the Native American Tradition of Using Herbs
Avery • 336 pp. • 978-1-58333-100-2 • $20.00

Theo Colborn, Dianne Dumanoski, & John Peterson Myers
OUR STOLEN FUTURE
Are We Threatening Our Fertility, Intelligence, and Survival?
A Scientific Detective Story
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-27414-3 • $16.00

Molly Caldwell Crosby
ASLEEP
The Forgotten Epidemic That Remains One of Medicine’s Greatest Mysteries
Appearing in Europe in 1918, encephalitis lethargica—sleeping sickness—spread across the world, leaving millions dead or locked in institutions. Then, in 1927, it suddenly vanished...or so doctors thought.
Berkley • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-23873-8 • $15.00
Also available: The American Plague 978-0-425-20775-7

Daniel Defoe
A JOURNAL OF THE PLAGUE YEAR
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Cynthia Wall
Penguin Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-043785-0 • $11.00

Madeline Drexler
EMERGING EPIDEMICS
The Menace of New Infections
Updated Edition
A timely report on today’s most ominous infectious disease threats, with a new chapter on the recent Swine Flu findings.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311717-9 • $16.00
Randall Fitzgerald
THE HUNDRED-YEAR LIE
How to Protect Yourself from the Chemicals That Are Destroying Your Health
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28839-3 • $16.00

Laurie Garrett
THE COMING PLAGUE
Newly Emerging Diseases in a World Out of Balance
Penguin • 768 pp. • 978-0-14-025091-6 • $20.00

Joy Horowitz
THE POISONING OF AN AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
The story of a cancer cluster affecting graduates of one of America’s most affluent schools, Beverly Hills High. “An amazing story of environmental hazard in one of the nation’s most storied towns, proof that it can happen anywhere.”—Booklist.
Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311386-7 • $16.00

Steven Johnson
THE GHOST MAP
Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-269-4 • $15.00

Jeffrey Kluger
SPLENDID SOLUTION
Jonas Salk and the Conquest of Polio
“Meticulously reported and gracefully told...brings you right into the daily workings of Salk’s lab.”—The Boston Globe.
Berkley • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-20570-9 • $16.00

Barry Popkin
THE WORLD IS FAT
The Fads, Trends, Policies, and Products That Are Fattening the Human Race
“Compelling reading on this complex and growing societal threat....Popkin is one of the world’s most distinguished experts on obesity, the global food system, and nutrition.”—Jeffrey D. Sachs, author of The End of Poverty.
Avery • 240 pp. • 978-1-583-33381-5 • $16.00

William Rosen
JUSTINIAN’S FLEA
The First Great Plague and the End of the Roman Empire
Weaves together evolutionary microbiology, economics, military strategy, ecology, and medicine to explore the outbreak and effects of bubonic plague at Constantino- ple in AD 542. “[Rosen] conjures up a vivid picture of the age, in a compelling style that makes his weighty learning light.”—Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, author of The World: A Global History.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311381-2 • $16.00

NEW!
Alan Sipress
THE FATAL STRAIN
On the Trail of Avian Flu and The Coming Pandemic
“The true story of the scary world of pandemic influenza expertly written by one of the leading ‘flu journalists’ of our time.”—Michael T. Osterholm, Ph.D., MPH, U. of Minnesota.
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-311830-5 • $17.00

Michael Tennesen
THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO GLOBAL WARMING
Second Edition
Alpha • 352 pp. • 978-1-59448-296-4 • $9.99

NEW!
Judith Warner
WE’VE GOT ISSUES
Children and Parents in the Age of Medication
Depicts what life is really like for parents and children confronting mental health issues. “A landmark book.”—Edward Hallowell, M.D., co-author of Super Parenting for ADD. “Argues that childhood mental illness is real, widespread and painful to families caught in its grip.”—Time.
Riverhead • 336 pp. • 978-1-59448-497-1 • $16.00

NEW!
Michael Willrich
POX
An American History
The Penguin History of American Life
With this account of how the nation’s fight against smallpox launched one of the most important civil liberties struggles of the 20th-century, the historian examines how far the government should go to protect us from peril.
Penguin Press • 400 pp. • 978-1-59420-286-5 • $27.95
Thomas P. M. Barnett
GREAT POWERS
America and the World After Bush
Berkeley • 496 pp. • 978-0-425-23225-5 • $16.00
Also available: The Pentagon’s New Map 978-0-425-20239-5.
Blueprint for Action 978-0-425-21074-8

NEW!
Michael Blanding
THE COKE MACHINE
See Food & the Environment, page 25

NEW!
Bryan Burrough
THE BIG RICH
The Rise and Fall of the Greatest Texas Oil Fortunes
The epic account of how Texas oil transformed wealth and power in America, told through the stories of the state’s four most influential oil families. “[A] tour de force....Tak[es] readers deep inside a world of affluence that has remained secret for far too long.”—Kurt Eichenwald, author of The Informant.
Penguin • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-311082-0 • $16.00

James Canton
THE EXTREME FUTURE
The Top Trends That Will Reshape the World in the Next 20 Years
Plume • 384 pp. • 978-0-452-28866-9 • $16.00

Yvon Chouinard
LET MY PEOPLE GO SURFING: The Education of a Reluctant Businessman
“Here are three wonderful books rolled into one: a moving autobiography, the story of a unique business, and a detailed blueprint for hope.”—Jared Diamond, author of Collapse.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-303783-5 • $16.00

John Dicker
THE UNITED STATES OF WAL-MART
Examines of how Sam Walton’s empire has infiltrated not just the geography of America but also its consciousness.
Tarcher • 256 pp. • 978-1-58542-422-1 • $13.95

William Easterly
THE WHITE MAN’S BURDEN
Why the West’s Efforts to Aid the Rest Have Done So Much Ill and So Little Good
“Brilliant at diagnosing the failings of Western intervention in the Third World.”—BusinessWeek. “Easterly’s call for a more modest, results-oriented approach to aid is dead-on.”—Los Angeles Times.
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-303882-5 • $17.00
A Washington Post Book of the Year; an Economist Best Book of the Year

Charles Fishman
THE WAL-MART EFFECT
How the World’s Most Powerful Company Really Works—and How It’s Transforming the American Economy
“Sauters through the influential economic ‘ecosystem’ that the discount chain represents with clarity, compelling nuance, and refreshing objectivity.”—Christian Science Monitor.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-303878-8 • $16.00

Al Gore
THE ASSAULT ON REASON
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311362-1 • $16.00

Alexandra Harney
THE CHINA PRICE
The True Cost of Chinese Competitive Advantage
An eyewitness exposé of how China’s factory economy competes for Western business by selling out its workers, its environment, and its future—exacting a staggering toll in human misery and environmental damage. “Presents the inconvenient truths about China and globalization that flat worlders have overlooked.”—Clyde Prestowitz, author of Three Billion New Capitalists.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311486-4 • $16.00

NEW!
Thom Hartmann
THRESHOLD
The Progressive Plan to Pull America Back from the Brink
“At last: a book that defines the problems of our current robber baron economy and presents solutions that integrate natural laws with the way we live, work, and shop.”—John Perkins, author of Confessions of an Economic Hit Man.
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-29630-5 • $16.00

Paul Hawken
BLESSED UNREST
How the Largest Social Movement in History Is Restoring Grace, Justice, and Beauty to the World
One of the world’s most influential environmentalists reveals a grassroots movement composed of organizations across the globe that collectively make up the largest movement on earth. “Exciting, compelling, and very important.”—Jane Goodall.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311365-2 • $16.00
NEW!
Jennifer Kaplan
GREENING YOUR SMALL BUSINESS: How to Make Money, Build Your Business, Satisfy Your Customers—and Save the Planet
From green marketing to green travel, learn how to make your small business cutting edge and eco-conscious.
Prentice Hall Press • 256 pp. • 978-0-7352-0446-1 • $19.95

NEW!
Dean Karlan & Jacob Appel
MORE THAN GOOD INTENTIONS
How a New Economics Is Helping to Solve Global Poverty
“One of the world’s leading experts on microfinance...smashes old boundaries within economics to answer some of the most pressing issues facing poor countries today.”—Edward Miguel, U. of California, Berkeley.
Dutton • 352 pp. • 978-0-525-95189-6 • $26.95

NEW!
John Kay
OBLIQUITY: Why Our Goals Are Best Achieved Indirectly
A leading economist explains why we should pursue our goals indirectly.
Penguin Press • 240 pp. • 978-1-59420-278-0 • $25.95

NEW!
Joel Kotkin
THE NEXT HUNDRED MILLION: America in 2050
Argues that the addition of 100 million Americans by midcentury will give rise to “the new localism”—a greater emphasis on family ties and local community, enabled by online networks and at-home workers. “Given the viral finger-pointing and hand-wringing over what’s seen as America’s decline these days, Kotkin’s book provides a timely and welcome antidote.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311881-7 • $16.00

NEW!
Emma Larkin
FINDING GEORGE ORWELL IN BURMA
“A truer picture of authoritarianism than anyone has written since, perhaps, Orwell himself.”—Mother Jones.
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-303711-8 • $15.00

NEW!
Greg Palast
PIGS IN THE PIPELINE
On the Trail of Big Oil, Big Banks, and Even Bigger Bastards
A globe-trotting investigation that blows the lid off the oil industry, linking the world of finance to the world of energy and showing how both are guilty of criminal and environmental wrong doing.
Dutton • 384 pp. • 978-0-525-95207-7 • $26.95
Available October 2011

NEW!
Erik Reece
LOST MOUNTAIN
A Year in the Vanishing Wilderness: Radical Strip Mining and the Devastation of Appalachia
Foreword by Wendell Berry
Exposes how a new form of radical strip mining—mountaintop removal—is destroying one of America’s most diverse ecosystems and the communities that depend on it. “A powerful indictment.... There are echoes of Rachel Carson’s warning of ecological disaster.”—The Boston Globe.
Riverhead • 288 pp. • 978-1-59448-236-6 • $15.00
For more information visit http://erikreece.com

NEW!
Jeremy Rifkin
THE HYDROGEN ECONOMY
The Creation of the Worldwide Energy Web and the Redistribution of Power on Earth
“[Rifkin] offers hope that we might end up in a better, more democratic world where energy is cheap and clean.”—Utne Reader.
Tarcher • 304 pp. • 978-1-58542-254-8 • $15.95
Also available: The Biotech Century
978-0-87477-953-0

NEW!
Trish Riley & Heather Gadonniex
THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO GREENING YOUR BUSINESS
The True Story of Cyclone Nargis and its Aftermath in Burma
“'A formidable piece of reporting.'—The Wall Street Journal.
Previously published as Everything Is Broken.
Penguin Press • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311961-6 • $16.00
Paperback available July 2011

For more information visit www.penguinspeakersbureau.com
For speakers’ fees and availability, visit the address above or email speakersbureau@us.penguin.com
NEW!
Nouriel Roubini & Stephen Mihm
CRISIS ECONOMICS
A Crash Course in the Future of Finance
By recognizing and grappling with the inherent instability of the global financial system, the authors explain how the world’s economy can get out of the mess we’re in—and stay out.
Penguin Press • 288 pp. • 978-1-59420-250-6 • $27.95

Douglas Rushkoff
COERCION
Why We Listen to What They Say
A critique of the influence techniques behind our culture of rampant consumerism.
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-57322-829-9 • $15.00

Jeffrey D. Sachs
COMMON WEALTH
Economics for a Crowded Planet
“Describes what humanity must do if we are to share a common future on this planet.”—Kofi Annan. “Explains the most basic economic reckoning that the world faces.”—Al Gore. 8 pp. color maps & diagrams, b/w charts.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-311487-1 • $17.00

THE END OF POVERTY
Economic Possibilities for Our Time
Foreword by Bono
“A landmark book...If there is any one work to put extreme poverty back onto the global agenda, this is it”—Publishers Weekly (starred).
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303658-6 • $17.00

NEW!
Juliet B. Schor
TRUE WEALTH
How and Why Millions of Americans Are Creating a Time-Rich, Ecologically Light, Small-Scale, High-Satisfaction Economy
Examining how people are developing strategies to escape the work-and-spend cycle, the economist argues for a major life shift to new sources of wealth, green technologies, and different ways of living.
“Schor has been the most perceptive and prescient writer on economics this country has had for the last two decades. Here she looks forward once again, clearing a path through the wreckage of our economic collapse towards something more durable and maybe even more fun.”—Bill McKibben, author Earth: Making A Life on a Tough New Planet.
Previously published as Plenitude.
Penguin Press • 272 pp. • 978-1-59420-254-4 • $25.95
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-311942-5 • $16.00
Paperback available September 2011

NEW!
Ellen Ruppel Shell
CHEAP
The High Cost of Discount Culture
Deconstructs Americans’ obsession with bargains, arguably the most powerful market force of our time, and how our excessive consumerism blights our landscapes, escalates personal debt, and lowers our standard of living. “[A]n important book...a first-rate job of reporting.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311763-6 • $16.00

Tom Szaky
REVOLUTION IN A BOTTLE
How TerraCycle Is Redefining Green Business
Foreword by Paul Hawken
Szaky, who started an innovative and successful company that recycles waste into fertilizer, argues for an “eco-capitalism” based on a triple bottom line: good for people, good for the environment, good for profits.
Portfolio • 208 pp. • 978-1-59184-250-7 • $15.00

Richard H. Thaler & Cass R. Sunstein
NUDGE
Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness
Citing decades of cutting-edge behavioral science research, Nudge explores how we make choices, and how we can make better ones in everything from consumption of natural resources to personal investments.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311526-7 • $16.00

Dana Thomas
DELUXE
How Luxury Lost Its Luster
An examination of the global forces transforming traditional luxury brands. “A crisp, witty social history that’s as entertaining as it is informative.” —The New York Times. “Globalization, capitalization, class, and culture...A fascinating book.”—Fareed Zakaria, Newsweek.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311370-6 • $16.00

NEW!
Daniel Yergin
THE QUEST
The Global Race for Energy, Security, and Power
This sequel to Yergin’s Pulitzer Prize-winning The Prize provides an essential study of the highly complex global energy market that has and will continue to be the principal engine of world economic, global, and climatic change.
Penguin Press • 704 pp. • 978-1-59420-283-4 • $35.00
Available September 2011
NEW!
Kelly Alexander & Cynthia Harris
HOMETOWN APPETITES
The Story of Clementine Padelford, the Forgotten Food Writer Who Chronicled How America Ate
Foreword by Colman Andrews
“A fascinating, long overdue account of a seminal figure in America’s food revolution.”—Michael Ruhlman, author of The Reach of a Chef.
Gotham • 352 pp. • 978-1-592-40484-1 • $15.00

Mark M. Anderson & Bernard Jensen
EMPTY HARVEST
Understanding the Link Between Our Food, Our Immunity, and Our Planet
Avery • 188 pp. • 978-0-895-29558-3 • $13.95

NEW!
Andrew Beahrs
TWAIN’S FEAST
Searching for America’s Lost Foods in the Footsteps of Samuel Clemens
“In this beautifully written ode to Twain and local delicacies like possum, oysters and Philadelphia terrapin, Beahrs has given us an instant classic in the literature of the table.”—Andrew Todhunter, author of A Meal Observed. “A celebration of the way America used to eat.”—Novella Carpenter, author of Farm City.
Penguin Press • 336 pp. • 978-1-59420-259-9 • $25.95

NEW!
Michael Blanding
THE COKE MACHINE
The Dirty Truth Behind the World’s Favorite Soft Drink
“Coca-Cola wants to teach the world to sing, but in the process they’ve trashed water supplies, peddled sugar to generations of kids, and undermined workers’ rights around the world. Put down your soda…and join the global movement to rein in unaccountable corporations.”—Barbara Ehrenreich, author of Bright-sided.
Gotham • 320 pp. • 978-1-58333-406-5 • $26.00
Avery • 384 pp. • 978-1-58333-435-5 • $17.00
Paperback available September 2011

Now you can email your desk copy request to save time: academic@penguin.com. Or fax to 212.366.2933

COLLEGE FACULTY INFORMATION SERVICE (CFIS)
Join the College Faculty Information Service for personal assistance and complimentary examination copies. See page 37 for more info or visit www.penguin.com/facinfo.

Susan Bourette
MEAT: A LOVE STORY
Pasture to Plate, A Search for the Perfect Meal
After spending a week working undercover at a slaughterhouse, Bourette decided to become a vegetarian. She lasted only five weeks, and then embarked upon a quest to find if one can eat meat with a clear conscience, taking readers to a cattle drive in Texas, a whale hunt with the Inuit, a Canadian moose hunt, and behind the counter in a Greenwich Village butcher shop.
Berkeley • 288 pp. • 978-0-425-22756-5 • $15.00

NEW!
Novella Carpenter
FARM CITY
The Education of an Urban Farmer
“Carpenter’s captivating account of the funky little farm she created on an abandoned lot in a rough section of Oakland puts a whole new twist on the agrarian tradition in America…By turns edgy, moving, and hilarious.”—Michael Pollan, author of In Defense of Food.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311728-5 • $16.00

Steve Ettinger
TWINKIE, DECONSTRUCTED
My Journey to Discover How the Ingredients Found in Processed Foods Are Grown, Mined (Yes, Mined), and Manipulated Into What America Eats
Demystifies some of the most common processed food ingredients—using the Twinkie as a stepping stone to an insightful exploration of the food industry.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28928-4 • $15.00
Teacher’s Guide at us.penguin.com/iguides

NEW!
Paul Greenberg
FOUR FISH
The Future of the Last Wild Food
As we’ve reduced the natural variety of fish we consume to just four species—bass, cod, salmon, and tuna—the nature writer explores the history of each, asking whether we are on the brink of fishing every edible species of fish into extinction. “Deftly draw[s] together the strands of a pressing global crisis.”—Amanda Hesser, New York Times food columnist. “The best kind of environmental journalism.”—The Seattle Times.
Penguin Press • 320 pp. • 978-1-59420-256-8 • $25.95
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311946-3 • $16.00
Paperback available June 2011

Susan Bourette
MEAT: A LOVE STORY
Pasture to Plate, A Search for the Perfect Meal
After spending a week working undercover at a slaughterhouse, Bourette decided to become a vegetarian. She lasted only five weeks, and then embarked upon a quest to find if one can eat meat with a clear conscience, taking readers to a cattle drive in Texas, a whale hunt with the Inuit, a Canadian moose hunt, and behind the counter in a Greenwich Village butcher shop.
Berkeley • 288 pp. • 978-0-425-22756-5 • $15.00

NEW!
Novella Carpenter
FARM CITY
The Education of an Urban Farmer
“Carpenter’s captivating account of the funky little farm she created on an abandoned lot in a rough section of Oakland puts a whole new twist on the agrarian tradition in America…By turns edgy, moving, and hilarious.”—Michael Pollan, author of In Defense of Food.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311728-5 • $16.00

Steve Ettinger
TWINKIE, DECONSTRUCTED
My Journey to Discover How the Ingredients Found in Processed Foods Are Grown, Mined (Yes, Mined), and Manipulated Into What America Eats
Demystifies some of the most common processed food ingredients—using the Twinkie as a stepping stone to an insightful exploration of the food industry.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28928-4 • $15.00
Teacher’s Guide at us.penguin.com/iguides

NEW!
Paul Greenberg
FOUR FISH
The Future of the Last Wild Food
As we’ve reduced the natural variety of fish we consume to just four species—bass, cod, salmon, and tuna—the nature writer explores the history of each, asking whether we are on the brink of fishing every edible species of fish into extinction. “Deftly draw[s] together the strands of a pressing global crisis.”—Amanda Hesser, New York Times food columnist. “The best kind of environmental journalism.”—The Seattle Times.
Penguin Press • 320 pp. • 978-1-59420-256-8 • $25.95
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311946-3 • $16.00
Paperback available June 2011
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THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
THE FUTURE OF THE LAST WILD FOOD
—PUBLISHED BY SYMBIOTIC PRESS
—PUBLISHED BY SYMBIOTIC PRESS
Linda Greenlaw

**SEAWORTHY**
A Swordboat Captain Returns to the Sea

When her lobster traps aren’t paying off, the author of *The Hungry Ocean* decides to captain a boat for a season of swordfishing.

_Viking • 256 pp. • 978-0-670-02192-5 • $25.95_

_Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-311956-2 • $15.00_

_Paperback available July 2011_

Sasha Issenberg

**THE SUSHI ECONOMY**
Globalization and the Making of a Modern Delicacy

“One of those rare books that reveals a vast and fascinating system behind something you’ve entirely taken for granted....A brilliant look at globalization in practice.”—Steven Johnson, author of *The Invention of Air._

_A excerpt from:* Gotham • 352 pp. • 978-1-59240-363-9 • $16.00

Dan Koeppel

**BANANA**
The Fate of the Fruit That Changed the World

“An important addition to the impact that one product can have on the history of many of the world’s nations, empires, and civilizations.”—Jack Devine, The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey. “A multifaceted story about how the fruit’s unique nature has allowed it to become a worldwide food staple and a geopolitical force that has both shaped and toppled nations.”— _The Boston Globe._

_Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-29008-2 • $16.00_

Thomas McNamee

**ALICE WATERS AND CHEZ PANISSE**
The Romantic, Impractical, Often Eccentric, Ultimately Brilliant Making of a Food Revolution

_Explores the San Francisco counterculture food revolution that invented “American cuisine.”_ “All great restaurants are part food, part service and part opera...A rich accounting of the Alice Waters opera in all of its glory, drama, trials and triumphs in vivid prose and tantalizing detail.”—Tom Brokaw.

_Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311308-9 • $16.00_

A Northern California Book Award finalist

---

**NEW!**

Mark Kurlansky

**THE FOOD OF A YOUNGER LAND**
A Portrait of American Food—Before the National Highway System, Before Chain Restaurants, and Before Frozen Food, When the Nation’s Food was Seasonal, Regional, and Traditional—from the Lost WPA Files

_A look at the forgotten and unfinished Federal Writers’ Project of the 1930s in which the likes of Zora Neale Hurston, Eudora Welty, and Nelson Algren chronicled the culinary customs of people across the country. “Provides a vivid and revitalizing sense of the rural and regional characteristics and distinctions that we’ve lost and can find again here.”—Publishers Weekly._

_Riverhead • 480 pp. • 978-1-59448-457-5 • $16.00_

---

**NEW!**

**EDIBLE STORIES**
A Novel in Sixteen Parts

“This book is a delectable feast.”—Edwidge Danticat, author of *Brother, I’m Dying._

_Riverhead • 256 pp. • 978-1-59448-488-9 • $16.00_

---

**THE LAST FISH TALE**
The Fate of the Atlantic and Survival in Gloucester, America’s Oldest Fishing Port and Most Original Town

“An engrossing multi-layered portrait of a fishing community that can be read for pure pleasure as well as being a campaigning plea for the environment.”— _Financial Times._ “[A] compelling tale about nothing less than the fate of an ocean and the people whose lives and work depend on it.”—Rocky Mountain News.

_Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-374-5 • $16.00_

Also available: *Cod* 978-0-14-027501-8, *Salt* 978-0-14-200161-5

---

**HOPE’S EDGE**
The Next Diet for a Small Planet

“Absolutely one of the most important books as we move further into the twenty-first century.”—Jane Goodall. “The Lappés question the economic status quo as well as discuss the way different countries handle food production in times of scarcity and plenty.”— _Publishers Weekly._

_Tarcher • 464 pp. • 978-1-58542-237-1 • $15.95_

Also available: *You Have the Power: Choosing Courage in a Culture of Fear* 978-1-58542-424-5

---

Frances Lappé & Anna Lappé

---

**PENGUIN CLASSICS NEWSLETTER**
Go to http://us.penguingroup.com/newsletters to sign up for the Penguin Classics Newsletter, and get all the latest information on new books for your courses.
**NEW!**

Michael Pollan

**FOOD RULES**

An Eater’s Manual

A handbook for eating wisely, drawn from a variety of ethnic and cultural traditions.

Penguin • 112 pp. • 978-0-14-311638-7 • $11.00

**NEW!**

Illustrated Edition

Illustrated by Maira Kalman

An illustrated, hardcover edition of Pollan’s latest food book.

Penguin Press • 192 pp. • 978-1-59420-308-4 • $22.95
Available November 2011

**IN DEFENSE OF FOOD**

An Eater’s Manifesto

Explains how we can start making thoughtful food choices that will enrich our lives and bring pleasure back to eating. “[A] tough, witty, cogent rebuttal to the proposition that food can be reduced to its nutritional components without the loss of something essential.”—The New York Times.

Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-311496-3 • $16.00

A James Beard Book Award finalist; a Books for a Better Life Award

**THE OMNIVORE’S DILEMMA**

A Natural History of Four Meals

“A wide-ranging invitation to think through the moral ramifications of our current eating habits.”—The New Yorker.

“If you ever thought ‘what’s for dinner’ was a simple question, you’ll change your mind after reading Pollan’s searing indictment of today’s food industry. A brilliant, eye-opening account of how we produce, market, and agonize over what we eat.”—The Seattle Times.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-303858-0 • $16.00

James Beard Award; California Book Award Gold Medal; a National Book Critics Circle Award finalist

See also: A Place of My Own, see page 10

Janet Poppendieck

**SWEET CHARITY?**

Emergency Food and the End of Entitlement

Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-024556-1 • $20.00

**NEW!**

Mark Schatzker

**STEAK**

One Man’s Search for the World’s Tastiest Piece of Beef

“The Bill Bryson of beef….Schatzker writes with wit, pace and grace, and a gentle, self-deprecating humor.”—Bloomberg.

Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311938-8 • 16.00

Carol N. Simontacchi

**THE CRAZY MAKERS**

How the Food Industry is Destroying Our Brains and Harming Our Children

Revised Edition

Using extensive research, epidemiological evidence, and a formal study of school-children’s eating habits, Simontacchi identifies how food products may be, literally, driving us crazy.

Tarcher • 336 pp. • 978-1-58542-626-3 • $14.95

Brian J. Sommers

**THE GEOGRAPHY OF WINE**

How Landscapes, Cultures, Terroir, and the Weather Make a Good Drop

Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28890-4 • $16.00

Morgan Spurlock

**DON’T EAT THIS BOOK**

Fast Food and the Supersizing of America

Berkeley • 320 pp. • 978-0-425-21023-9 • $15.00

**NEW!**

Bonnie Taub-Dix

**READ IT BEFORE YOU EAT IT**

How to Decode Food Labels and Make the Healthiest Choice Every Time

Walking readers through a typical grocery store and pointing out the best food choices to make in every aisle, a renowned nutritionist clears up the confusion by showing how to make sense of the labels and sidestep tricky marketing ploys.

Plume • 272 pp. • 978-0-452-29643-5 • $15.00

Sophie Uliano

**THE GORGEOUSLY GREEN DIET**

How to Live Lean and Green

A simple, budget-conscious plan to reduce one’s impact on the earth while improving overall health.

Plume • 384 pp. • 978-0-452-29591-9 • $16.00

**NEW!**

Rebecca Wood

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00

**THE NEW WHOLE FOODS ENCYCLOPEDIA**

Foreword by Paul Pitchford
Illustrations by Peggy Markel

This new edition shows consumers how to select, prepare, store, and use more than 1,000 familiar and unusual foods to maintain optimum health and heal what ails them.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311743-8 • $20.00
Terry Burnham & Jay Phelan

MEAN GENES
From Sex to Money to Food: Taming Our Primal Instincts
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-200007-6 • $15.00

David Crow

IN SEARCH OF THE MEDICINE BUDDHA
A Himalayan Journey
“This important treatise on ethnomedicine shows that the roots of ‘alternative’ therapies are deep.” —Booklist.
Tarcher • 330 pp. • 978-1-58542-107-7 • $15.95

Elizabeth Gilbert

THE LAST AMERICAN MAN
"Braids keen and provocative observations about the American frontier, the myth of the mountain man, and the peculiar state of contemporary America.” —Booklist (starred).
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-200283-4 • $15.00

NEW!

Michelle Goldberg

THE MEANS OF REPRODUCTION
Sex, Power, and the Future of the World
Demonstrates how women’s rights are key to addressing both overpopulation and rapid population decline, reducing world poverty, and retarding the spread of AIDS. “What this book demonstrates convincingly is that there can be no economic progress in any country that denies women basic human rights.” —Susan Jacoby, author of The Age of American Unreason. “Brings to life the controversies that have shaped international public policy on population, reproduction and gender.” —Frances Kissling, former president, Catholics for Choice.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-016568-2 • $16.00

NEW!

Anne LaBastille

WOODSWOMAN
A Young Ecologist Meets a Challenge Living Alone in the Adirondack Wilderness
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-015334-7 • $16.00

Claude Lévi-Strauss

TRISTES TROPHIQUES
Translated by John and Doreen Weightman
A chronicle of the author’s search for a civilization “reduced to its most basic expression.” Includes five chapters not present in the original English text. Photos and Illustrations.
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-016562-3 • $20.00

NEW!

Patrick Wilcken

CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS
The Poet in the Laboratory
Drawing on a wealth of original research and interviews, Wilcken presents the first English biography and definitive account of the life, work, and legacy of the father of modern anthropology.
Penguin Press • 400 pp. • 978-1-59420-273-5 • $29.95

NEW!

Geoffrey Miller

SPENT
Sex, Evolution, and Consumer Behavior
The evolutionary psychologist probes the unconscious instincts behind American consumer culture. “One of the most perceptive and illuminating accounts of marketing and capitalism ever written.” —Dylan Evans, author of Placebo.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311723-0 • $16.00

NEW!

Mark J. Plotkin, Ph.D.

TALES OF A SHAMAN’S APPRENTICE
An Ethnobotanist Searches for New Medicines in the Amazon Rain Forest
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-012991-5 • $16.00

Martin Prechtel

SECRETS OF THE TALKING JAGUAR
Memories from the Living Heart of a Mayan Village
Introduction by Robert Bly
“A privileged and rare glimpse into the complex and spiritually rich life of a contemporary Mayan village.” —Rocky Mountain News.
Tarcher • 304 pp. • 978-0-87477-970-7 • $16.95

NEW!

Nick Rosen

OFF THE GRID
Inside the Movement for More Space, Less Government, and True Independence in Modern America
“Rosen profiles the brave souls who live sans electricity bill, from the predictably fringe-ish (9/11 Truther survivalists, old-order Mennonites) to the surprisingly ordinary….Makes a convincing case for living deliberately.” —Mother Jones. “[Rosen] writes that corporate greed, massive layoffs, healthcare wars, and ecological disasters have caused many true believers to question the American Dream.” —Los Angeles Times.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311738-4 • $15.00
environmental anthropology & psychology
urban studies

NEW!
Rebecca Solnit
A PARADISE BUILT IN HELL
The Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disasters
Examines how disaster throws people into a temporary utopia of changed states of mind and social possibilities, as well as looking at the cost of the widespread myths and rarer real cases of social deterioration during crisis. “This is the freshest, deepest, most optimistic account of human nature I’ve come across in many years….It’s a landmark book.”—Bill McKibben, author of The End of Nature.
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311807-7 • $16.00
California Book Awards finalist; a New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Christian Science Monitor, and Booklist Best Book of the Year

URBAN STUDIES

NEW!
Kate Ascher
THE HEIGHS
Anatomy of a Skyscraper
A graphic tour through the inner workings of skyscrapers, illustrating every system and mechanism from top to bottom.
Penguin Press • 192 pp. • 978-1-59448-506-0 • $16.00
Available November 2011

THE WORKS
Anatomy of a City
Using innovative graphic images and succinct text explanations, this book describes the technologies and infrastructure that keep New York City functioning.
Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-311270-9 • $20.00

Excerpts from The Heights are also available in Design of Cities and How Buildings Learn.

EDMUND N. BACON
DESIGN OF CITIES
Revised Edition
In a brilliant synthesis of words and pictures, Bacon relates historical examples to modern principles of urban planning.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-004236-8 • $45.00

NEW!
Joe Flood
THE FIRES
How a Computer Formula, Big Ideas, and the Best of Intentions Burned Down New York City—and Determined the Future of Cities
When the RAND Corporation offered computer models for streamlining services to a city on the brink of collapse, the result was a rash of fires throughout the 1970s that killed thousands and displaced hundreds of thousands. “A gripping story of human tragedy and intellectual hubris that casts important new light on one of the most extraordinary episodes in the history of urban living….Gives us crucial answers to a big question: how do cities fail?”—Steven Johnson, author of Everything Bad is Good for You.
Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-506-0 • $16.00

www.penguin.com/speakersbureau
For speakers’ fees and availability, visit the address above or email speakersbureau@us.penguin.com
NEW! Edward Glaeser
TRIUMPH OF THE CITY
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Smarter, Richer, Greener, Healthier, and Happier
The pioneering urban economist travels through history and around the globe—from Bangalore to Silicon Valley—to reveal the hidden workings of cities and how they bring out the best in humankind.
Penguin Press • 400 pp. • 978-1-59420-277-3 • $29.95

Jill Jonnes
CONQUERING GOTHAM
The Construction of Penn Station and Its Tunnels
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-311324-9 • $17.00
Also available: Effie’s Tower 978-0-14-311292-2

NEW! Steve Inskeep
INSTANT CITY
Life and Death in Karachi
From the host of NPR’s Morning Edition, a deeply reported portrait of Karachi, Pakistan, a city that illuminates the perils and possibilities of rapidly growing metropolises all around the world.
Penguin Press • 288 pp. • 978-1-59420-315-2 • $27.95
Available October 2011

David Lida
FIRST STOP IN THE NEW WORLD
Mexico City, the Capital of the 21st Century
A literary portrait of Mexico City—a vibrant, seductive, paradoxical city now commanding the world’s attention. “Streetwise and up-to-date...a charmingly idiosyncratic, yet remarkably comprehensive portrait of one of the planet’s most misinterpreted urban spaces.”—Los Angeles Times.
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-378-3 • $16.00

NEW! David Owen
GREEN METROPOLIS
See Climate Change & Sustainability, page 20

NEW! Tom Scocca
BEIJING WELCOMES YOU
Unveiling the Capital City of the Future
A definitive account of contemporary Beijing, the undisputed capital of the 21st century.
Riverhead • 384 pp. • 978-1-59448-784-2 • $25.95
Available August 2011

REFERENCE

COMPOSTING
A Practical Step by Step Guide
A Penguin Mini Guide
A practical, easy-to-follow manual to composting, which includes everything you need to know about making and using compost.
Penguin Australia • 96 pp. • 978-0-14-300395-3 • $9.95

Lori Bongiorno
GREEN, GREENER, GREENEST
A Practical Guide to Making Eco-Smart Choices a Part of Your Life
Foreword by Frances Beinecke
A guide to help readers decide how to best spend their time and money to protect the environment, that offers flexible tips for everyday living. “An indispensable resource for anyone trying to reduce their environmental impact: comprehensive and convincing but also sane and realistic.”—Michael Pollan, author of The Omnivore’s Dilemma.
Perigee • 336 pp. • 978-0-399-53403-4 • $14.95

Pamela K. Brodowsky & the National Wildlife Federation
ECOTOURISTS
SAVE THE WORLD
The Environmental Volunteer’s Guide to More Than 300 International Adventures to Conserve, Preserve, and Rehabilitate Wildlife and Habitats From the Fur Seal Project in Alaska to the Adriatic Dolphin Project in Croatia, each entry includes contact information, costs, and field notes. 100 b/w photos.
Perigee • 384 pp. • 978-0-399-53576-5 • $18.95

DESTINATION WILDLIFE
An International Site-by-Site Guide to the Best Places to Experience Endangered, Rare, and Fascinating Animals and Their Habitats
Perigee • 400 pp. • 978-0-399-53486-7 • $20.00

NEW! Daniel Buchan
THE ROUGH GUIDE TO THE ENERGY CRISIS
Explains the seductive nature of fossil fuels and the reasons why international climate change negotiations are proving so difficult.
Rough Guides • 336 pp. • 978-1-84836-412-7 • $19.99
NEW!
Daniel Butler
HOW TO PLANT A TREE
A Simple Celebration of Trees & Tree-Planting Ceremonies
Drawing on the ancient rituals and folklore that surround particular trees, Butler explores their symbolism and traditional uses, offering suggestions for various commemorative tree-planting acts.
Tarcher • 128 pp. • 978-1-58542-796-3 • $15.95

NEW!
Cynthia Enloe and Joni Seager
THE REAL STATE OF AMERICA ATLAS
Mapping the Myths and Truths of the United States
Draws back the curtain on our complex nation to reveal the myriad realities of the American experience—from climate change to patterns of home ownership to the kinds of food we eat.
Penguin • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-311935-7 • $22.00

M. J. Clugston
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE Revised Third Edition
This accessible work covers both fundamental and esoteric concepts within every field of scientific inquiry, from chemistry and astronomy to molecular biology and human anatomy.
Penguin • 768 pp. • 978-0-14-103796-7 • $18.00

NEW!
Debra Lynn Dadd
TOXIC FREE
Your Essential Guide to an Organic Home and Life
Discusses the hidden toxic chemicals in our home and proven methods for eliminating them from our lives in a cost-effective, environmentally friendly way.
Tarcher • 200 pp. • 978-1-58542-870-0 • $15.95
Available September 2011

John Fleming, Hugh Honour, & Nikolaus Pevsner
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Fifth Edition
Penguin • 656 pp. • 978-0-14-051323-3 • $18.00

Jodi Helmer
THE GREEN YEAR
365 Small Things You Can Do to Make a Big Difference
Alpha • 384 pp. • 978-1-59257-829-0 • $14.95

Dr. Gary Ginsberg & Brian Toal
WHAT’S TOXIC, WHAT’S NOT
Two experts with decades of experience in public health separate the risks from the myths on everyday toxins such as mold, lead, radon, food additives, and power lines.
Berkley • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-21194-6 • $15.00

The Editors of E Magazine
GREEN LIVING
The E Magazine Handbook for Living Lightly on the Earth
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-28574-3 • $17.00

EARTH TALK
Expert Answers to Everyday Questions about the Environment
A quick guide to living green, from the difference between wild and farmed salmon to the pros and cons of nuclear power.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-29012-9 • $15.00

Idealist.org with Stephanie Land
THE IDEALIST.ORG HANDBOOK TO BUILDING A BETTER WORLD
How to Turn Your Good Intentions into Actions That Make a Difference
Perigee • 288 pp. • 978-0-399-53487-4 • $14.95

Bobby Lake-Thom
SPIRITS OF THE EARTH
A Guide to Native American Nature Symbols, Stories, and Ceremonies
Plume • 224 pp. • 978-0-452-27650-5 • $18.00

Linda Mason Hunter & Mikki Halpin
GREEN CLEAN
The Environmentally Sound Guide to Cleaning Your Home
DK • 176 pp. • 978-1-595-91004-2 • $17.95

Niall Edworthy
THE CURIOUS GARDENER’S ALMANAC
Centuries of Practical Garden Wisdom
Perigee • 192 pp. • 978-0-399-53377-8 • $16.95

Now you can email your desk copy request to save time: academic@penguin.com.
Or fax to 212.366.2933
Philip Kearey
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF GEOLOGY
Second Edition
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-051494-0 • $16.00

David Macey
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF CRITICAL THEORY
Penguin • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-051369-1 • $18.00

Thomas Marent
RAINFOREST
Marent, a self-taught photographer who has dedicated half his life to capturing images of rainforest life, tells the story of his journey through spectacular photographs.
DK • 360 pp. • 978-0-756-66599-9 • $24.95

NEW!
Mark Ovenden
RAILWAY MAPS OF THE WORLD
A compendium of historical and contemporary railway maps and posters from every corner of the world—from the Liverpool and Manchester Railway of 1830 to the proposed 2020 high-speed networks in China.
Viking • 144 pp. • 978-0-670-02265-6 • $35.00

TRANSIT MAPS OF THE WORLD
Edited by Mike Ashworth
The only comprehensive collection of historic and current maps of every rapid-transit system on earth. “A beautifully illustrated study of the plans that help passengers navigate the world’s metropolitan railway systems.”—The Times (UK).
Penguin • 144 pp. • 978-0-14-311265-5 • $25.00
Also available: Paris Underground 978-0-14-31639-4

Mary Pipher
WRITING TO CHANGE THE WORLD
“Her canny mix of optimism and practicality gives Pipher’s fans a way to resist the worst of the culture around them and substitute the best of themselves.”—Newsweek.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-253-3 • $15.00
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